We study Ricci flows on R n , n ≥ 3, that evolve from asymptotically flat initial data. Under mild conditions on the initial data, we show that the flow exists and remains asymptotically flat for an interval of time. The mass is constant in time along the flow. We then specialize to the case of rotationally symmetric, asymptotically flat initial data containing no embedded minimal hyperspheres. We show that in this case the flow is immortal, remains asymptotically flat, never develops a minimal hypersphere, and converges to flat Euclidean space as the time diverges to infinity. We discuss the behaviour of quasi-local mass under the flow, and relate this to a conjecture in string theory.
Introduction
The Ricci flow ∂g ij ∂t = −2R ij .
(1.1) was first introduced in the mathematics literature by Richard Hamilton [20] in 1982. Almost immediately, it was applied to the classification problem for closed 3-manifolds and much subsequent work in the subject in the intervening 25 years has been focused on this application, culminating in the recent celebrated results of Perelman [29] . By contrast, Ricci flow on noncompact manifolds has received somewhat less attention. Of course, structures on noncompact manifolds, such as Ricci solitons, are relevant to the compact case, and this has been to now an important motivation for work on the noncompact case. The case of asymptotically flat Ricci flow has remained virtually untouched (nontrivial solitons do not occur in this case [27] ).
But physics provides considerable motivation to study the asymptotically flat case. Our interest in it arises out of a conjectural scenario in string theory. Equation (1.1) is the leading-order renormalization group flow equation for a nonlinear sigma model that describes quantum strings propagating in a background spacetime [17] . 3 What is important to understand from this statement is that fixed points of this equation provide geometric backgrounds in which the low energy excitations of quantum strings can propagate (in the approximation that radii of curvature are large and excitation energies small relative to the so-called string scale).
The variable t in renormalization group flow is not time: it is (a constant times) the logarithm of the so-called renormalization scale. However, there are conjectured relationships between renormalization group flow and temporal evolution. A specific case concerns tachyon condensation, the scenario wherein an unstable string system is balanced at the top of a hill of potential energy (for a review of tachyon condensation, see [23] ). The system falls off the hill, radiating away energy in gravitational waves. The system comes to rest in a valley representing a stable minimum of potential energy. In open string theory, a more elaborate version of this scenario involving the evaporation of a brane and the formation of closed strings is now well understood, even quantitatively. In closed string theory, much less is known but, conjecturally, the fixed points of the renormalization group flow equation (1.1) are the possible endpoints of this evolution. Sometimes it is further conjectured that time evolution in closed string theory near the fixed points is determined by renormalization group flow, and then t in (1.1) does acquire an interpretation as a time.
Comparing both sides of this picture, we see that the radiation of positive energy in the form of gravitational waves as the system comes to rest in the valley should produce a corresponding decrease in the mass of the manifold under the Ricci flow. This suggests that we should endeavor to formulate and test a conjecture that mass decreases under Ricci flow, at least if the initial mass is positive.
The asymptotically flat case has a well-defined notion of mass, the ADM mass, so this seems an appropriate setting in which to formulate the conjecture. However, the metric entering the renormalization group flow or Ricci flow in this scenario is not the full spacetime metric, for which (1.1) would not be even quasi-parabolic, but rather the induced Riemannian metric on a suitable spacelike submanifold [19] . Now ADM mass is conserved (between Cauchy surfaces, and in the closed string scenario of [19] ), even in the presence of localized sources of radiation. This, we will see, is reflected in the Ricci flow. The mass of g will not change during evolution by (1.1). But if energy loss through gravitational radiation occurs, then the quasi-local mass contained within a compact region should change along the flow to reflect this. 4 In this paper, we focus first on the asymptotically flat case of Ricci flow in general. Section 2 describes asymptotically flat manifolds, with no assumption of rotational symmetry. Continuing with the general asymptotically flat case, in Subsection 3.1 we state and prove our short-term existence result Theorem 3.1, showing that a general asymptotically flat data set on R n will always evolve under Ricci flow, remaining smooth and asymptotically flat on a maximal time interval [0, T M ). We will show that the ADM mass remains constant during this interval, at least for non-negative scalar curvature (i.e., the positive mass case, the usual case of physical interest). Moreover, if T M < ∞ then the norm of the Riemann curvature must become unbounded as t ր T m , just as in the compact case. We show this in Subsection 3.2.
The short-term existence proof in Section 3 depends on detail provided in the appendices. In Appendix A, we derive weighted versions of standard Sobolev estimates such the Sobolev inequalities and Moser estimates. We then use these estimates in Appendix B to prove local existence and uniqueness in weighted Sobolev spaces for uniformly parabolic systems.
We specialize to rotational symmetry in Section 4. In Section 4.1, we pass to a coordinate system well suited to our subsequent assumption that no minimal hyperspheres are present initially. We show in Section 4.3 that this coordinate system remains welldefined on the interval [0, T m ). This is essentially a consequence of the result, proved in Section 4.2, that no minimal hyperspheres develop during the flow.
The absence of minimal spheres allows us to analyse the problem in terms of a single PDE, the master equation (4.18) . From this equation, we derive a number maximum principles that yield uniform bounds on the curvature which allow us to conclude that T M = ∞. We obtain these principles in the first two subsections of Section 5. Even better, we obtain not just uniform bounds but decay estimates, from which we can prove convergence to flat Euclidean space. Now given our assumptions, this is the only Ricci-flat fixed point available. That is, the string theory discussion above would lead one to conjecture that:
When no minimal hypersphere is present, rotationally symmetric, asymptotically flat Ricci flow is immortal and converges to flat space as t → ∞;
and this is what we show. Though we have motivated this conjecture from string theory for the case of positive initial mass, we will prove that it holds whether or not the initial mass is positive. This is our main theorem, proved in Subsection 5.3, which states: Theorem 1.1. Let {x i } n i=1 be a fixed Cartesian coordinate system on R n , n ≥ 3. Let g =ĝ ij dx i dx j be an asymptotically flat, rotationally symmetric metric on R n of class H k δ with k > n/2 + 4 and δ < 0. If (R n ,ĝ) does not contain any minimal hyperspheres, then there exists a solution g(t, x) ∈ C ∞ ((0, ∞) × R n ) to Ricci flow (1.1) such that (i) g(0, x) =ĝ(x),
) and g ij − δ ij ∈ C 1 ([T 1 , T 2 ], H ℓ δ ) for any 0 < T 1 < T 2 < ∞, 0 < T < ∞, ℓ ≥ 0, (iii) for each integer ℓ ≥ 0 there exists a constant C ℓ > 0 such that sup x∈R n |∇ ℓ Rm(t, x)| g(t,x) ≤ C ℓ (1 + t)t ℓ/2 ∀ t > 0 , (iv) the flow converges to n-dimensional Euclidean space E n in the pointed Cheeger- Gromov sense as t → ∞, and (v) if furthermore k > n/2 + 6, δ < min{4 − n, 1 − n/2},R ≥ 0, andR ∈ L 1 , then the ADM mass of g(t) is well defined and mass(g(t)) = mass(ĝ) for all t ≥ 0.
When a minimal hypersphere is present initially, if the neck is sufficiently pinched then we expect long-time existence to fail. To see why, consider rotationally symmetric metrics on S n . If there is a sufficiently pinched minimal (n − 1)-sphere, the curvature blows up in finite time. This has been shown both rigorously (n ≥ 3) [3] and numerically (n = 3) [18] . Our assumption of no minimal spheres in the initial data is intended to prevent this. The ability to make this assumption and to choose coordinates adapted to it is a distinct advantage of the noncompact case. However, we also expect (based, e.g., on ( [18] ) that for initial data with minimal hyperspheres that have only a mild neck pinching, the flow will continue to exist globally in time as well. Thus, when a minimal hypersphere is present, we believe there would be considerable interest in determining a precise criterion for global existence in terms of the degree of neck pinching because of the possibility, raised in [18] , that the critical case on the border between singularity formation and immortality may exhibit universal features such as those observed in critical collapse in general relativity [10] .
The constancy of the ADM mass in statement (v) is not at odds with the conclusion that the flow converges to a flat and therefore massless manifold. This constancy was also noted in [13] but we draw different conclusions concerning the limit manifold, owing to our use of the pointed Cheeger-Gromov sense of convergence of Riemannian manifolds. 5 In Subsection 4.4 we define three different kinds of metric balls in (R n , g(t)), n ≥ 3; balls of fixed radius, fixed volume, and fixed surface area of the bounding hypersphere. To clarify the behaviour of the mass in the limit t → ∞, we express the Brown-York quasi-local mass of these balls in terms of sectional curvature and, by anticipating the decay rate for sectional curvature derived in Section 5, show that these quasi-local masses go to zero as t → ∞, even though the ADM mass, as measured at 5 The rotationally symmetric, expanding soliton of [19] can be used to illustrate this phenomenon explicitly (albeit in 2 dimensions, whereas our results are for n ≥ 3 dimensions). For this soliton, one can easily compute the Brown-York quasi-local mass on any ball whose proper radius is fixed in time and see that for each such ball the quasi-local mass tends to zero as t → ∞, and the flow converges to Euclidean 2-space. But the mass at infinity of the soliton (the deficit angle of the asymptotic cone in 2 dimensions) is a constant of the motion which can be set by initial conditions to take any value.
infinity, is constant. The picture is not strongly dependent on the definition of quasilocal mass, of which the Brown-York definition is but one among many. In rotational symmetry in any dimension, the metric has only one "degree of freedom". The study of the evolution of quasi-local mass then reduces to the study of this single degree of freedom, no matter which definition of quasi-local mass one prefers. 6 Although local existence, uniqueness, and a continuation principle for Ricci flow on non-compact manifolds with bounded curvature are known [31, 7] , it does not follow immediately from these results that Ricci flow preserves the class of asymptotically flat metrics. One of the main results of this paper is to show that Ricci flow does in fact preserve the class of asymptotically flat metrics. Independent of our work, Dai and Ma have recently announced that they have also been able to establish this result [13] , as has List in his recent thesis [25] .
Our approach to the problems of local existence, uniqueness, continuation, and asymptotic preservation is to prove a local existence and uniqueness theorem for quasilinear parabolic equations with initial data lying in a weighted Sobolev space, and then use it to show that Ricci flow preserves the class of asymptotically flat metrics. An important advantage of this approach rather than appealing to the results of [31, 7, 25, 13] is that we obtain a local existence and uniqueness theorem on asymptotically flat manifolds that is valid for other types of geometric flows to which the results of [31, 7, 25, 13] do not immediately apply, and which are of interest in their own right. For example, our local existence results contained in appendix B combined with the DeTurck trick will yield local existence, uniqueness, and a continuation principle for the following flows on asymptotically flat manifolds:
(static Einstein flow),
and
(2 nd order sigma model RG flow with B = Φ = 0).
We note that the static Einstein flow has been previously considered in the thesis [25] . There a satisfactory local existence theory on noncompact manifolds is developed and an also a continuation principle for compact manifolds is proved. The problem of global existence for rotationally symmetric metrics on R 3 has previously been investigated in [24] . There the assumptions on the initial metric are different than ours. Namely, the initial metric in [24] has positive sectional curvature and the manifold opens up as least as fast as a paraboloid. Under these assumptions, it is shown that Ricci flow exists for all future times and converges to either a flat metric or a rotationally symmetric Ricci soliton.
Finally, throughout we fix the dimension of the manifold to be n ≥ 3. As well, we usually work with the Hamilton-DeTurck form of the Ricci flow
which is obtained from the form (1.1) by allowing the coordinate basis in which g ij is written to evolve by a t-dependent diffeomorphism generated by the vector field ξ.
Asymptotically flat manifolds
The definition of asymptotically flat manifolds that we employ requires the use of weighted Sobolev spaces, which we will now define. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space with inner product (·|·) and corresponding norm
The weighted Sobolev norms are then given by
where k ∈ N 0 , I = (I 1 , . . . , I n ) ∈ N n 0 is a multi-index and
Here ∂ i = ∂ ∂x i and (x 1 , . . . , x n ) are the standard Cartesian coordinates on R n . The weighted Sobolev spaces are then defined as
Note that we have the inclusion
is continuous. In the case p = 2, we will use the alternative notation
δ . The spaces L 2 δ and H k δ are Hilbert spaces with inner products
and 6) respectively. As with the Sobolev spaces, we can define weighted version of the bounded C k function spaces
Using this norm, we define the · C k δ norm in the usual way:
So then
We are now ready to define asymptotically flat manifolds.
Definition 2.1. Let M be a smooth, connected, n-dimensional manifold, n ≥ 3, with a Riemannian metric g and let E R be the exterior region { x ∈ R n | |x| > R}. Then for k > n/2 and δ < 0, (M, g) is asymptotically flat of class
(ii) there exists a finite collection {U α } m α=1 of open subsets of M and diffeomorphisms Φ α : E R → U α such that M \ ∪ α U α is compact, and (iii) for each α ∈ {1, . . . , m}, there exists an R > 0 such that (Φ * α g) ij − δ ij ∈ H k δ (E R ), where (x 1 , . . . , x n ) are standard Cartesian coordinates on R n and Φ * α g = (Φ * α g) ij dx i dx j .
The integer m counts the number of asymptotically flat "ends" of the manifold M . As discussed in the introduction, we are interested in manifolds where M ∼ = R n and hence m = 1. In this case, we can assume that g = g ij dx i dx j is a Riemannian metric on R n such that
where g ij are the components of the inverse metric, satisfying g ij g jk = δ i k . We note that results of this section and Theorems 3.1, 3.4, and 3.5 of the next section are are easily extended to the general case. We leave the details to the interested reader.
In the following section, we will need to use diffeomorphisms generated by the flows of time-dependent vector fields and also their actions on the metric and other geometrical quantities. Therefore, we need to understand the effect of composing a map in H k δ (R n , V ) with a diffeomorphism on R n . Following Cantor [5] , we define
which is the group of diffeomorphisms that are asymptotic to the identity at a rate fast enough so that the difference lies in H k δ . We will need to understand not only when composition preserves the H k δ spaces but also when composition (ψ, u) → u • ψ is continuous as a map from D k δ ×H k δ to H k δ . In [5] , Cantor studied this problem under the assumption that δ ≤ −n/2. He assumed δ ≤ −n/2 because that was what he needed to prove the weighted multiplication lemma (see Lemma A.3 
Cantor also proved the following three useful results: 
Using these results, it is not difficult to see that the proof of Theorem 3.4 of [15] generalizes to the H k δ spaces with the result being:
Let ψ t denote the flow of the time dependent vector field X(t, x) on R n that satisfies
3 Local Existence
Existence of General Asymptotically Flat Ricci Flows
We now prove a local existence result for Ricci flow on asymptotically flat manifolds.
Theorem 3.1. Letĝ be an asymptotically flat metric of class H k δ with δ < 0 and k > n/2 + 3. Then there exists a T > 0 and a family {g(t), t ∈ [0, T )} of asymptotically flat metrics of class H k−2 δ such that g(0) =ĝ,
Proof. LetΓ k ij denote the Christoffel symbols for the Euclidean Levi-Civita connection on M ∼ = R n . Following the now standard method, see [9] Sec. 3.3, we first solve the Hamilton-DeTurck flow
where
and Γ k ij are the Christoffel symbols for the Levi-Civita connection derived from g. Since M ∼ = R n , we can use global Cartesian coordinates (x 1 , . . . , x n ) whereΓ k ij = 0. With respect to the Cartesian coordinates, the initial value problem (3.1) becomes, see Lemma 2.1 in [31] ,
where g ij = δ ij + h ij . But k > n/2 + 3 and δ < 0, so we can apply Theorem B.3 to conclude that the quasi-linear parabolic initial value problem (3.3)-(3.4) has a local solution h ij (t, x) that satisfies 6) and h ij ∈ C 1 ([T 1 , T 2 ], H ℓ δ ) for any ℓ ≥ 0 and 0 < T 1 < T 2 < T . The time-dependent vector field W k is given by
and W k defines a continuous map from [0, T ) to H k δ (R n , R n ) by (3.5) and Lemma A.3.
. . , ψ n t (x)) denote the flow of W k where ψ 0 = 1I , Theorem 2.7 implies that the map, shrinking T if necessary,
Leth denote the pullback of h by the diffeomorphism ψ t so that
) by Proposition 2.2 and Lemma A.3. Also,h ij (t, x) ∈ C ∞ ((0, T ) × R n ) by (3.6). Differentiating (3.8) with respect to t yields
(3.9)
Using the same arguments as above, we also find that
). Finally, letḡ = ψ * t g. Thenḡ is a solution to the Ricci flow equation, see Ch. 3.3 of [9] , ∂ tḡij = −2R ij with initial dataḡ(0) =ĝ. Furthermore, 
Proof. Let h ij = g ij −δ ij . Then the Ricci curvature of g has the form R ij = B ij (g pq , ∂ ℓ ∂ m h rs ) +C ij (g pq , ∂ q h rs ) where B ij and C ij are analytic functions that are linear and quadratic, respectively, in their second variables. It follows from the weighted multiplication Lemma A.3 
is well defined and analytic for η ≤ 0 and ℓ > n/2. This proves the first statement.
Integrating
δ−2 is well defined and continuously differentiable. This completes the proof of the second statement.
The Ricci scalar satisfies the equation
Integrating this yields R(t) =R+ 
is well defined and given by the formula
provided δ ≤ (2 − n)/2 and the Ricci scalar is both non-negative and integrable. So, by the above corollary and the maximum principle, see equation (3.11) , an initial asymptotically flat metricĝ of class H k δ , where k > n/2+6 and δ < min{4−n, (2−n)/2}, with non-negative and integrable Ricci scalar will yield a flow g(t) for which the Ricci scalar continues to be non-negative and integrable for every t > 0. Thus the mass of g(t) remains well defined. Furthermore, since
follows easily from the definition of the mass that mass(g(t)) = mass(ĝ) for all t ≥ 0.
(3.13)
andḡ(t) are two solutions to the Ricci flow satisfyingḡ(0) =g(0) and
g ij − δ ij ,g ij − δ ij ,ḡ ij − δ ij ,ḡ ij − δ ij ∈ C 1 ([0, T ), H k δ ).
Thenḡ(t) =g(t) for all t ∈ [0, T ).
Proof. Fix k > n/2 + 4 and δ < 0. To prove uniqueness, we use Hamilton's method involving harmonic maps [21] as described in Sec. 3.4 of [9] . Let e = δ ij dx i dx j denote the Euclidean metric. As before, (x 1 , . . . , x n ) are Cartesian coordinates. Given a map
) and a metric g, the harmonic map flow with respect to the pair (g, e) of metrics on M is
where ψ t (x) = (ψ 1 t (x), . . . , ψ n t (x)) is a time dependent map from R n to R n and ∆ g,e ψ is defined by
As above, Γ r pq are the Christoffel symbols of the Levi-Civita connection derived from g. If we let ψ
then we can write (3.14) as
Suppose g is a time dependent metric that satisfies g ∈ C 0 ([0, T ), H k δ ). Then the continuity of the differentiation operator and Lemma A.3 imply that Γ r pq ∈ C 1 ([0, 1),
). Supposeg(t) andḡ(t) are two solutions to the Ricci flow such that
) be solutions to the harmonic map flow with respect to the metric pairs (g, e) and (ḡ, e) with initial conditionsψ(0) =ψ(0) = 1I . Lettingh ij := (ψ * g ) ij − δ ij andh ij := (ψ * ḡ ) ij − δ ij , the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 show that
Butψ * g andψ * ḡ both satisfy the Hamilton-DeTurck flow (3.1) (see Sec. 3.4.4 of [9] ) or equivalentlyh ij andh ij both satisfy the parabolic equation (3.3) with initial condition h ij (0) =h ij (0). By uniqueness of solutions to this equation (see Theorem B.3) we must haveh ij (t) =h ij (t) or equivalently (ψ * g )(t) = (ψ * ḡ )(t) for all t ∈ [0, T ). So by Lemma 3.27 in [9] , the time dependent diffeomorphismsψ t andψ t are flows for the time
pg . By standard uniqueness theorems for solutions to ordinary differential equations, we can conclude thatψ t =ψ t for all t ∈ [0, T ). It follows thatg(t) =ḡ(t) for all t ∈ [0, T ) and the proof is complete.
A Continuation Principle
The following theorem shows that if local existence in time fails to extend indefinitely to give global future existence, then curvature diverges in finite time. 
Proof. Forĝ ∈ H k δ with k > n/2+ 4 and δ < 0, let [0, T M ) be the maximal time interval of existence for a solution g(t) to Ricci flow. Suppose that T M < ∞ and that
is asymptotically flat and hence g(t) is a solution to Ricci flow for which the maximum principle holds. It follows that Proposition 6.48 of [9] applies. So for each m ∈ N 0 , there exists a constant c m such that
where g ij are the metric components in Cartesian coordinates and
From the proof of Theorem 3.4, we get that for eacht
and ψt satisfies harmonic map flow (i.e. (3.14)) with initial condition ψt = 1I . Since ψt satisfies a linear equation, see (3.14), ψt will continue to exist as long as g(t) does. Thus we can solve (3.14) on the interval [t, T M ) although it may fail to define a diffeomorphism for some time less than T M . Also, the metricg(t) := (ψt) * g(t) satisfies
andh ij :=g ij − δ ij is a solution of Hamilton-DeTurck flow (3.3) on the time interval It with initial conditionh ij (t) = g ij (t) − δ ij . We now use the harmonic map flow equation (3.14) to derive C k b bounds on ψt to estimate the length of time for which ψt remains a diffeomorphism. Let φ j (t, x) = ψ j t (t, x) − x j and define |φ| 2 = δ ij φ i φ j . Then from (3.14), or equivalently (3.17), |φ| 2 satisfies
So by (3.21), there exists a constant C independent oft such that
Since lim |x|→∞ |φ| 2 (t, x) = 0 for all t ∈ [t, T M ) and |φ| 2 (0, x) = 0, we get via the maximum principle, see Theorem 4.4 in [9] , that
Next, differentiating (3.14) we find that
. Using (3.21), we obtain the inequalities
for some constants C 1 and C 2 that are independent of ǫ > 0,t and t ∈ [t, T M ). Setting ǫ = C 2 yields
Since lim |x|→∞ |Dψt| 2 (t, x) = n for all t ∈ [t, T M ) and |Dψt| 2 (t, x) = n, the maximum principle implies that there exists a constant C independent oft for which the following estimate holds
Differentiating (3.14) again and letting
, we find, using similar arguments, that there exists a constant C > 0 independent oft such that
) denote the Jacobian of the map ψt. Since J(ψt) = 1, the estimates (3.24) and (3.29) show that there exists at ∈ (0, T M ) and a constant C > 1 such that
Combining this estimate with (3.24), (3.29) , and (3.30), we have
Notice that this estimate along with Lemma 2.3 shows that It = [t, T M ) and that
Buth satisfies (3.3), and so the estimate (3.33) and the continuation principle of Theorem B.3 imply that there exists a T > T M such thath ij (t, x) extends to a solution on [t, T ) × R n of the class
By the proof of Theorem 3.1 and 3.4,h ij produces a unique solution to Ricci flow
Since T > T M this contradicts T M being the maximal existence time. So we must either have T M = ∞ or lim sup tրT M sup x∈R n |Rm(t, x)| g(t,x) < ∞. This proves the first statement. The second statement follows from a straightforward adaptation of Corollary 6.50 in [9] .
We note that as in the compact case the continuation criterion (3.18) can be strengthened to lim tրT M sup x∈R n |Rm(t, x)| g(t,x) = ∞ but we will not pursue this here.
Rotational Symmetry 4.1 The Coordinate System
We now restrict our attention to flows evolving from a fixed initial initial metric that (i) is rotationally symmetric and admits no minimal hyperspheres, and (ii) is asymptotically flat of class H k δ with δ < 0 and k > n 2 + 4. In an attempt to manage the several constants that will appear from here onward, we will sometimes use the notation C + x to denote a constant that bounds a quantity x from above; dually, C − x will sometimes be used to denote a constant that bounds x from below. 
(ii) From (4.1) and the weighted Sobolev embedding (see Lemma A.2) , it follows thatḡ(t) ∈ C 1 ([0, T M ), C 2 δ ) and hence there exists a time dependent constant C(t) such that
for all (t, x) ∈ [0, T M ) × R n , and |I| ≤ 2.
(iii) Since Ricci flow preserves isometries, each metric g(t) is rotationally symmetric and henceḡ
for functions q(t, r) and h(t, r) which are C 1 in t, C 2 in r, C ∞ in t and r for t > 0, and satisfy
Since ∂ r h(0, r) = ∂ r r = 1, it follows that there exist constants 0 < C
for some T > 0. Note that T has no a priori relation to T M , the maximal existence time of the flowing metric (4.3). However, letT be the largest time such that (4.7) holds whenever T <T . We will show in Subsection 4.3 that we can takeT = T M . Letting (θ A ) denote angular coordinates on the sphere S n−1 , the map
defines a C 2 diffeomorphism on R n for each t ∈ [0,T ) which is smooth for all t > 0. So then ψ
for a function ρ(t, r) that is C 1 in t, C 2 in r, C ∞ in r and t for t > 0, and satisfies h(t, ρ(t, r)) = r , ρ(t, h(t, r)) = r , and ρ(0, r) = r (4.10)
Then we finally obtain that
Note that f (t, r) is C 1 in t, is C 2 in r, and C ∞ in r and t for t > 0. As well, lim r→∞ f 2 (t, r) = 1 (4.14)
(proof: from (4.5) we have q 2 → 1 and from (4.6) it's easy to check that ∂ r h → 1; then apply these in (4.13)). Finally note that the mean curvature of constant-r hyperspheres is
so a minimal hypersphere occurs iff f diverges at finite r and some t ∈ [0,T ]. We show in the following subsection that such a divergence cannot develop.
Ricci Flow in Area Radius Coordinates
The metric (4.12) is a solution of the Hamilton-DeTurck flow (1.2), at least for t ∈ [0,T ). Now from (4.12) we can directly compute the Ricci curvature and obtain
We can then use the components of the flow equation (1.2) normal to ∂ ∂r to determine ξ, expressed as a 1-form, to be ξ = ξ 1 (t, r)dr where
We can then write the rr-component of (1.2) as a differential equation for f and use (4.17) to eliminate ξ from this equation. The result is
This is our master equation upon which our global existence proof is based. Obviously f (t, r) = 1 (flat space) is a solution, as is f = const = 1 when n = 2 (flat cone) but not for n > 2 .
We will now prove that minimal hyperspheres cannot form along the flow if none are present initially. A variant of this argument will be employed several times over in Section 5. Our technique is to prescribe limits as r → ∞ and as r → 0 on f (t, r) or, depending on the situation, an expression involving f (and, in the next section, its radial derivative as well). These limits constitute time-dependent bounds on the behaviour of the geometry over the time interval [0,T ). But if the flow exists subject to these limits, then maximum principles will give bounds expressed solely in terms of the initial conditions. The bounds are therefore uniform in time and independent ofT . To see how this works, express (4.18) in terms of the variable
Then, working from (4.
. But now take the limits r 1 → 0 and r 2 → ∞. By assumption, w(t, r 1 ) and w(t, r 2 ) tend to zero in these limits, so for r 1 small enough and r 2 large enough, the maximum, if it is positive, lies on the initial boundary {(t, r)|t = 0} (and since w(0, 0) = 0, even when the maximum is zero it is realized on the initial boundary). Finally, take T →T . This proves 
Proof. Using w := f 2 −1 and noting in particular that w(0, r) = f 2 (0, r)−1 = a 2 (r)−1, apply Proposition (4.2) and use
Now we say that a minimal hypersphere forms along the flow iff f (t, r) diverges iñ 
The Continuation Principle in Area Radius Coordinates
To adapt the continuation principle of Section 3.2 to the rotationally symmetric case, we must deal with the following point. While we can assume the solution of Ricci flow in the coordinate system (4.3) to exist for all t < T M , the diffeomorphism transforming the coordinates to those of (4.12) is, so far, only defined for t <T , and perhapsT < T M .
Here the inner two inequalities come from (3.19) and the outer two are just the definitions of the constants C ± f 2 . Assume by way of contradiction thatT < T M . If we restrict attention to t ∈ [0,T ) then we can divide (4.24) by (4.23). This yields
on [0,T ). Using (4.13), we can rewrite this as
on [0,T ). We see by comparison of this to (4.7) that the constants that appear in (4.7) are independent of T . But the ≤ signs give closed relations so, by relaxing the constant bounds slightly if necessary (keeping the lower bound positive of course), we can extend (4.26) (equivalently, (4.7)) to [0,T ] and then to some interval [0,
This contradicts the assumption thatT < T M , and since necessarilyT ≤ T M we must therefore conclude thatT = T M .
Thus the diffeomorphism (4.8-4.11) is defined for all t ∈ [0, T M ). The square of the norm of the curvature tensor is given by
are the sectional curvatures in planes containing and orthogonal to dr, respectively. Now in terms of the curvature tensorR ijkl ofḡ(t) we have that
ButR ijkl is bounded on any interval [0, T ′ ] with T ′ < T M and thus the sectional curvatures are bounded functions of (t, r) ∈ [0, T ′ ] × [0, ∞), using Proposition 4.5. Thus for all t ∈ [0, T M ) and δ < 0.
Proof. To obtain the boundary conditions (4.34), multiply (4.31) by f 3 , (4.32) by f 2 , take the limit, and use that f is a bounded function of r. The fact that f solves (4.18), subject to these conditions, for all (t, r) ∈ [0, T M ) × [0, ∞) follows from the facts that (i) q and h enter (4.3) which solves Ricci flow (1.1), (ii) f enters (4.12) which solves Hamilton-DeTurck flow (1.2), and (iii) the diffeomorphism (4.8-4.11) relating these flows is valid for all such (t, r) (Proposition 4.5).
Theorem 4.7. If there exists a constant
Proof. From Proposition (4.6), the solution f of (4.18) exists up to time T M . From (4.27-4.30), if the sectional curvatures λ 1 and λ 2 are bounded independent of T M , then so is |Rm| 2 , and then by Theorem 3.5 we have T M = ∞.
Quasi-Local Mass
This subsection is a brief aside, not necessary for our main results, but intended to relate our results to the motivation discussion in the introduction. One of the more popular quasi-local mass formulations is the Brown-York mass. The Brown-York quasi-local mass contained within a closed hypersurface Σ is defined to be
where H is the mean curvature of Σ and H 0 is the mean curvature of the image of Σ under an isometric embedding of Σ into flat space (assuming there is such an embedding). In the case of a hypersphere r = b(t), whose coordinate radius we will allow to possibly change in time, we have (using (4.15) and writing dΩ to represent the canonical volume element on the (n − 1)-sphere)
Comparing to (4.32), we can relate quasi-local mass to sectional curvature by Perhaps the three most interesting kinds of hyperspheres are those of (i) fixed surface area
(ii) fixed volume contained within
f (t, r)r n−1 drdΩ =: V 0 = const > 0 , and (4.42) (iii) fixed proper radius
In either case, it is easy to see that
where obviously C ± b = b 0 for the fixed area case, while
for the fixed volume case and C
for the fixed proper radius case.
Remark 4.9. In Subsection 5.1, we prove that λ 2 (t, r) ∼ 1/t for large t and fixed r. Thus, for all three kinds of hyperspheres discussed above, the quasi-local mass vanishes like 1/t as t → ∞.
Immortality and Convergence
In the next two subsections we show that the sectional curvatures λ 1 and λ 2 are bounded on t ∈ [0, T M ). (Equivalently, we obtain bounds on the quasi-local mass and its radial derivative.) This permits us to invoke Theorem 4.7 to conclude that the solution is immortal. In fact, we find bounds that actually decay in time, going to zero in the limit t → ∞. This implies that the flow converges in the limit to a space with vanishing sectional curvatures; i.e., to a flat space. In Subsection 5.3, we prove that it converges to Euclidean space E n .
In this section, we use T to denote an arbitrary time that is less than the maximal time of existence, i.e., 0 < T < T M .
The Decay of λ 2
Short-time existence guarantees that f 2 (t, r) − 1 ∈ O(r 2 ) as r → 0. Specifically, for all r < r 0 and for 0 ≤ t < T M , there is a function C(t) such that
This follows by applying the boundedness of f 2 (4.23) to equation (4.32) governing λ 2 , which can be written (by choosing C(t) less than optimally perhaps) as
To apply the continuation principle, we need to prove that C(t) is bounded in t. In this section we will prove more: we will show that C(t) can be taken to decay in time, converging to zero in the limit t → ∞, so that the sectional curvature λ 2 decays to zero as well.
If w = f 2 − 1 decays, then, based on the parabolic form of (4.20), one might speculate that this decay would go roughly like r 2 /t, or inverse "parabolic time". If so, then the function g(t, r)(f 2 − 1) should be bounded if we take g ∼ t/r 2 . We will show below that this expectation is basically correct.
We do not take g = t/r 2 exactly. For small t, we will modify the form g ∼ t/r 2 so that g does not vanish at t = 0. For small r, the form g ∼ t/r 2 is problematical because we cannot specify a priori the behaviour of 1 r 2 (f 2 − 1) on approach to r = 0. This behaviour is governed by C(t), the very quantity we seek to control as the outcome of the argument, so we cannot specify it as input. We therefore choose instead small r behaviour of the form g(t, r) ∼ 1/r m , m < 2, and only later do we take m → 2. For m < 2, g(t, r)(f 2 − 1) is very well controlled a priori for small r: it goes to zero. Lastly, as foreshadowed by (5.2), we need to apply these considerations not only with f 2 − 1 but also to 1 f 2 − 1. The same heuristic reasoning leads us then to consider functions of the form g(t, r)( (ii) For fixed t and r = 0, the map m → u m (t, r) is continuous at m = 2.
(iii)
The u m obey a maximum principle, as we will show below.
(v) By direct calculation starting from (4.18), the u m obey the differential equation:
This PDE is the starting point for the maximum principle, which we now derive.
Proposition 5.2. For u m (t, r) defined by Definition 5.1, there is a constant C + u which depends only on the initial data a(r)
Proof. The technique will be to solve (4.18) for f , given initial data obeying the bounds in Corollary 4.3. From this initial data, we can construct initial data for u m using from (5.3) that
Now by the assumed differentiability and asymptotic flatness of the initial metric stated in Theorem 1.1, the initial sectional curvature λ 2 (0, r) is bounded. In particular, then by (5.6) u m (0, r) is bounded above on r ∈ [0, ∞) by a constant C + u which depends only on the initial metric (thus on a(r) as in (4.4)) and so does not depend on m. Without loss of generality, we choose C + u ≥ 1 2(n−1) , for reasons that will become clear. Now it remains to be shown that u m (t, r) is bounded above for all time t ≥ 0 by a bound that is dependent only on u m (0, r). Of course, the initial data u m (0, r) will vary with m (because of the denominator of (5.6); but f (0, r) = a(r) and, thus, λ 2 (0, r) are of course independent of m), but C + u will always provide an m-independent upper bound which will then bound the full solution.
First restrict consideration to the compact domain D = [0, T ] × [r 1 , r 2 ], 0 < r 1 < r 2 , T < T M , with parabolic boundary P (as defined in the proof of Proposition 4.2). Now consider in (5.5) the terms that do not contain derivatives. There are three such terms, each comprised of a function of r multiplying a factor in square brackets. One can easily check (e.g., by direct substitution; keep in mind that m ∈ (0, 2) and n ≥ 3) that in (5.5) each of these factors in square brackets is negative whenever
then. Applying the usual maximum principle argument to this inequality (i.e., evaluating both sides at a hypothesized local maximum and observing that the inequality cannot then be satisfied), we conclude that u m has no maximum greater than (or merely positive) and lies on the parabolic boundary with r 1 chosen small enough and r 2 large enough, it must lie on the initial boundary. Taking the limits r 1 → 0 and r 2 → ∞, then we see that
, sup
But this holds for any T < T M , so it holds for (t, r) This and Proposition 5.2 imply that u 2 (t, r) ≤ C + u for all r > 0. By the continuity of r → u 2 (t, r), then u 2 (t, 0) ≤ C + u as well, for all t ∈ [0, T M ). Now use (5.4).
Thus λ 2 is bounded below by a bound that tends to zero in the limit of long times. Next we need a similarly decaying bound from above. To get it, we work with the following class of functions: These functions have essentially the same properties as those listed for the u m , but the relation to λ 2 is now 12) and the v m obey the PDE (computed directly from (4.18) and (5.11))
We must of course prove that the v m obey a maximum principle. In fact, Proposition 5.2 holds with v m replacing u m and with m restricted this time to 1 < m < 2. Just as with Corollary 5.3, the result can be extended to cover m = 2. To prove this, it will help to note that when v m ≥ 0, n ≥ 3, and 1 < m < 2, then we can discard most of the nonderivative terms in (5.13) to obtain (C + f 2 ) 2 , the last term in (5.14) will be negative. As before, elementary arguments applied to (5.14) imply that this term cannot be negative at a maximum in D\P , and thus such a maximum can occur only on P . Also as before, we take r 1 → 0, r 2 → ∞ and since v m vanishes in both limits, the maximum of v m , if it is greater than 1 6 (C + f 2 ) 2 , must occur on the initial boundary where t = 0. Thus we obtain for any (t, r) 16) and C + v does not depend on m. It also does not depend on T and so the result extends to hold for all (t, r)
Remark 5.6. For use in the next subsection, we observe that in virtue of this result u m is now bounded below, as well as above, on (t, r) ∈ [0, T M ) × [0, ∞) by a bound that depends only on the initial data for f and so is independent of m. The proof is to observe that
which bounds the magnitude of |u m | and is independent of m.
Corollary 5.7. Proposition 5.5 extends to the case m = 2 and yields
Proof. The extension to m = 2 follows exactly as in Corollary 5.3. Equation (5.18) follows directly from (5.12). In this regard, note that by Theorem 4.7 we can assume T M = ∞ if we can bound λ 1 , which we now proceed to do.
The Decay of λ 1
A lower bound and decay estimate on λ 1 is now easy to obtain. It is quickest to work from the flow equation for the scalar curvature, which is 19) with ξ = ξ 1 dr given by (4.17) and where we used the elementary identity R ij R ij ≥ 1 n R 2 . Inequality (5.19) gives a well-known minimum principle for R. Moreover, if we definẽ 20) we obtain from (5.19) that
which also has a minimum principle.
Proposition 5.9. If R is the scalar curvature of a Ricci flow developing from asymptotically flat initial data on a manifold M then there is a constant
For notational convenience, we give the proof for the special case of interest, a rotationally symmetric flow on R n , but the proof clearly generalizes to arbitrary asymptotically flat flows.
Proof. First take t ∈ [0, T ], T < T m . Let B 0 (a) be the ball of coordinate radius r = a about the origin 0 ∈ R n at time t. Applying elementary minimum principle arguments to (5.21), it is clear that either the minimum ofR in [0, T ] × B 0 (a) occurs on the parabolic boundary P orR ≥ − n 2 . Now the parabolic boundary has an initial component t = 0 and a spatial component which is a sphere r = a for all t > 0. By asymptotic flatness, R → 0 as a → ∞ and henceR → 0 as well. Taking this limit, we conclude that ifR is anywhere less than − n 2 , then the minimum ofR over all (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × R n exists and is realized on the initial boundary. Thus choose C − R = min − n 2 , inf r {R(0, r)} , which is obviously independent of T , so finally take
Proof. This follows from the formula
for the scalar curvature in terms of the sectional curvatures, equation (5.22) , and the upper bound (5.18) on λ 2 . Now we turn attention to finding an upper bound and decay estimate. We have to work harder than we did for the lower bound, but we can apply essentially the same strategy as we used to prove boundedness and convergence of λ 1 . Once again, the main issue will be control of λ 1 at r = 0, and we will be forced to work with a sequence of functions with known behaviour at r = 0. This time, we have found that a choice well-suited to our purpose is given by We can extract λ 1 from the relation
Notice that y m (t, r) → 0 as r → 0 whenever m < 2. Calculating from (4. 27) where some of the coefficients have rather lengthy expressions so we have introduced the abbreviations
28)
We now claim that the y m (t, r) are bounded below on [0, T M ) × [0, ∞) by a constant that is independent of m. Proceeding in our now usual fashion, let T be such that 0 < T < T M and define D := [0, T ] × [0, ∞). As usual, because y m tends to zero for r → ∞ and for r → 0, either zero is the lower bound or
for some t 0 and some r 0 > 0. In the latter case, either t 0 = 0 and therefore the minimum depends only on initial data a(r) = f (0, r) and not on m or T , or it occurs at some t 0 ∈ (0, T ] and then the minimum obeys a quadratic inequality which we now state: 
Proof. As discussed immediately above, a negative infimum must be realized at some (t 0 , r 0 where r 0 > 0. Then it follows by applying standard minimum principle arguments to equation (5.27 ) that either the minimum occurs at t 0 = 0 or the nonderivative terms in (5.27) are governed by the inequality Now further restrict m to some range of form 1 < κ ≤ m < 2, so that the coefficient of Y 2 in (5.32) is not arbitrarily small; for definiteness κ = 3 2 ≤ m < 2 will do nicely. Then since the criterion (5.32) is quadratic in Y with positive coefficient of Y 2 , it will be violated for Y sufficiently negative. Thus Y cannot be arbitrarily negative, giving a bound on y m expressed in terms of the coefficients in (5.32). It remains therefore to manipulate these coefficients to produce a bound that is manifestly independent of m and T . The proof is an exercise in elementary manipulation, but we will give the main points. Proof. As usual, we work on t ∈ [0, T ] with T < T M to obtain a bound which does not depend on m or T and then take T → T M when we're done.
If the lower bound is zero, which occurs at r 0 = 0 and as r 0 → ∞, then obviously it is independent of m and T , so assume that the lower bound is negative. Then it is realized as a minimum at some (t 0 , r 0 ) ∈ [0, T ] × [0, ∞). If t 0 = 0, the lower bound is given by the initial data, so again it is clearly m-and T -independent. Therefore, assume t 0 > 0. Then the criterion (5.32) applies.
In this last case, we start with (5.32) and seek to re-express, where possible, factors of the form 
wherever possible, using u m . We get
where in the last line minimized over (
where k 2 is a constant independent of m, T , and Y . 9 Inserting (5.35) and (5.39) into the criterion (5.32) and using that
, we obtain the following necessary condition for Y < 0 to be the minimum of y m (t 0 , r 0 ) at some t 0 > 0:
Then a necessary condition for Y < 1−2n 4n−7 C u to be the minimum of y m (t 0 , r 0 ) at some
which is clearly violated whenever
where we use the short-hand C such that
Proof. First we prove that y 2 is bounded below by C − y . As with Corollaries 5.3 and 5.7, the map m → y m (t, r), with fixed t and fixed r > 0, is continuous, so the bound (5.43) applies to y 2 (t, r) except possibly at r = 0. Then the continuity of y 2 at r = 0 implies that the bound holds there as well.
Next, the m = 2 case of (5.26) yields
Using (5.18) and the facts that C − y ≤ 0 and C + v ≥ 0, we can write this as We can now prove the main theorem. 
Thus, by Theorem 4.7, we can take T M = ∞ and can conclude that there is a constant C 0 such that
This proves the existence for all t ∈ [0, ∞) of the solution developing from the initial condition Statement (i) of the theorem and also the ℓ = 0 estimate of (iii).
Proof of Statement (ii)
. This is immediate from Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Statement (iii).
Follows directly from (5.48) and Theorem 7.1 of [21] .
Proof of Statement (iv).
This follows from the Compactness Theorem 1.2 of [22] and statement (iii), provided the injectivity radius at the origin is > δ ≥ 0 for some δ independent of t. Since the metric is uniformly equivalent to the Euclidean metric and the sectional curvatures are uniformly bounded in time, this follows immediately from, for example, the Cheeger-Gromov-Taylor injectivity radius estimate (Theorem 4.7 of [6] ). 10 Proof of Statement (v) . Immediate from Remark 3.3.
10 Even more simply, since the constant-r surfaces are convex througout the flow, there are no closed geodesics. Then it follows from the sectional curvature bound (5.48) 
. Since this gives a global bound on the injectivity radius, less powerful convergence theorems (e. [32] ME Taylor, Partial differential equations III, nonlinear equations (Springer, New York, 1996).
[33] P Topping, Lectures on the Ricci Flow (Cambridge, 2006).
A Weighted calculus inequalities
In this and the following sections C will be used to denote a constant that may change value from line to line but whose exact value will not be needed.
The next lemma is a weighted version of Hölder's inequality and can be proved easily from the definition of the weighted L p norms and Hölder's inequality.
It has been shown in [4] that the Sobolev inequalities extend to the weighted spaces W k,p δ . The one of most interest to us is:
Also of use is the weighted multiplication lemma which follows from the weighted Sobolev and Hölder inequalities.
We now introduce some notation. Let B R denote the ball of radius R, and a R and A R denote the annuli B 2R \ B R and B 4R \ B R , respectively. If we let
and a simple change of variables argument show that for fixed Λ ≥ 0 there exists a C > 0 independent of u ∈ W k,p δ and R ≥ 1 such that
As discussed in [4] (see also [11] ), this inequality is the key to proving the weighted Sobolev inequalities and weighted elliptic estimates by making it possible to turn local estimates on a Λ and B Λ into global ones for the weighted spaces W k,p δ . The localization of the scaling inequality is best seen by using it to estimate the norm on W k,p in terms of local estimates and scaling. The identity u
and the scaling inequality (A.2) implies that there exists a C > 0 independent of u ∈ W k,p δ such that
3) where S j is the scaling operator
For p = ∞, it follows easily from the definition of the weighted norm that
∞ . Following [26] , we will use a partition of unity to express (A.3) in a different but equivalent form. Let {φ j } ∞ j=0 ⊂ C ∞ 0 (R n ) be a smooth partition of unity that satisfies
Then it is not difficult to show that (A.3) implies that
δ . Although in this article we will assume that k is a non-negative integer, the advantage of (A.6) over (A.3) is that it can be used to define the weighted spaces W k,p δ for non-integral k. See [26] for details.
A.1 Moser inequalities on the H k δ spaces
We will now use the scaling technique to extend the Moser calculus inequalities on the ordinary Sobolev spaces H k to the weighted ones H k δ . For related results on the H k δ spaces see [26] . Also, see [12] for similar results on a different class of weighted Sobolev spaces. The proof of the following lemma exemplifies the use of scaling to get global inequalities from local ones.
Lemma A.4. Suppose that F ∈ C ℓ b (V, R), F (0) = 0, and 1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. Then there exists a C > 0 such that
Proof. We recall the standard Moser inequality (see [32] , Proposition 3.9)
Assume j ≥ 1. Then from the definition of the partition of unity {φ j }, we have
So using S j (F (u)) = F (S j (u)), we see that
and hence
by (A.7) and
for some constant C > 0 independent of u ∈ W k,p by (A.6) and (A.8). Similar calculations give
These two inequalities along with (A.6) show that
The other Moser inequalities that will be needed are the weighted version of the product and commutator estimate.
Proof. As in Lemma A.4, the proof follows from scaling and the standard estimates (see [32] , Proposition 3.
In addition to the Moser inequalities, we also need to know when the map u → F (u) is locally Lipschitz on H k δ .
Lemma A.6. Suppose F ∈ C ℓ b (V, R), F (0) = 0, δ ≤ 0, and k ≤ ℓ, and k > n/2. Then for each R > 0 there exist a C > 0 such that
Proof. The proof of this lemma follows closely that of Theorem 1, Section 5.5.2, in [30] . We will only prove the case when V ∼ = R and leave the general case to the reader. Define
for some constant
. Also, (A.9) implies thatH(u 1 , u 2 ) = H(u 1 , u 2 ) and hence
by Lemma A.4 and equation (A.9) . This completes the proof.
A.2 Mollifiers
Let j ∈ C ∞ 0 (R n ) be any function that satisfies j ≥ 0, j(x) = 0 for |x| ≥ 1, and R n j(x) d n x = 1. Following the standard prescription, we construct from j the mollifier j ǫ (x) := ǫ −n j(x/ǫ) (ǫ > 0) and the smoothing operator
The next lemma shows that on the weighted spaces W k,p δ the smoothing operator satisfies similar estimates to the ones it satisfies on the unweighted spaces W k,p . This lemma is proved in the same manner as the Moser estimates by using scaling and local estimates.
Lemma A.7.
(iv) For ℓ > k there exists a C > 0 independent of ǫ ∈ (0, 1) such that
Proof. (i)-(iv)
On the standard Sobolev spaces the smoothing operator J ǫ satisfies the well known properties:
(a) For 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, there exists C > 0 independent of ǫ > 0 such that
(c) For 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, I ∈ N n 0 , there exists a C > 0 such that
(d) For ℓ > k there exists a constant C > 0 independent of ǫ ∈ (0, 1) such that
As in the previous section, the weighted estimates (i-iv) follow from the standard ones (a-d) and scaling. We will only prove (i) for 1 ≤ p < ∞, and leave (ii-iv) to the reader. From the definition of the partition of unity {φ j }, it follows that
for all x ∈ R n and |y| ≤ 1. Fix j ≥ 2 and suppose ǫ < 1. Then j ǫ (x) = 0 for |x| ≤ ǫ < 1. So
and thus
Using this and inequality (a) yields
for some constant C > 0 independent of ǫ. Similar calculations show that
It then follows from (A.6), (A.13), and (A.14) that
for some constant C independent of ǫ ∈ (0, 1) which proves part (i). (v) We will only prove the case 1 < p < ∞ and leave the rest to the reader. Let
and hence by Hölder's inequality
Since ∂ k j(x) = 0 for |x| > 1 and supp φ j ⊂ A 2 j−1 , it follows that
and the constant C is independent of ǫ ∈ (0, 1). Using this in (A.16) and integrating over x yields
This shows that 
Similar arguments show that
where again the constant C > 0 is independent of ǫ ∈ (0, 1). It then follows from (A.6) that
Applying this to (A.15) yields
by part (i)
for some constant C independent of ǫ ∈ (0, 1).
The operator J ǫ is no-longer self-adjoint on the weighted spaces L 2 δ . However, the next lemma shows that the difference between J ǫ and its adjoint is a operator that smooths one derivative and its operator norm can be estimated independent of ǫ. This will turn out to be crucial in proving the existence and uniqueness of solutions to quasilinear parabolic equations using our Galerkin method.
where the constant C is independent of ǫ ∈ (0, 1).
B Parabolic equations on the H k δ spaces
In this section, we will prove a local existence theorem for parabolic equations on the H k δ spaces. We do this by adapting the local existence proof of Taylor [32] (see Theorem 7.2, pg 330, and Proposition 7.7, pg 334) which is valid for the H k spaces. The parabolic equations that we will consider are of the form
where (i) the maps u = u(t, x) and f = f (t, x) are R m -valued while v = v(t, x) is a R rvalued,
(ii) a ij ∈ C ∞ (R m+r , M m×m ), a ij is symmetric for each i, j = 1, . . . , n, Then the approximating equations (B.4)-(B.5) can be written as the first order differential equationu = F (t, u) ; u(0) = u 0 on H k δ . It follows from Lemmata A.6, A.7, and A.8 that F ∈ C 0 ([0, T ] × B R (H k δ ), H k δ ) and also that there exists a constant C > 0 such that F (t, w 1 ) − F (t, w 2 ) H k δ ≤ C w 1 − w 2 H k δ for all w 1 , w 2 ∈ B R (H k δ ). Therefore we can apply the standard existence theorem for first order equations on Banach spaces (see [1] , Lemma 4.1.6) to conclude that there exists a T * ∈ (0, T ] such that the initial value problemu = F (t, u) ; u(0) = u 0 has a unique solution u ∈ C 1 ([0, T * ), H k δ ). Also, standard ODE results show that the solution can be extended as long as u is bounded.
B.2 Energy estimates
We will now assume that k > n/2 + 1. By Proposition B.1, we have a sequence of solutions u ǫ ∈ C 1 ([0 
B.3 Local existence
We are now ready to prove local existence of solutions to (B. ).
